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Saliimvsv Qas) cc Elevlriv filed a rupvrt iv lhe NRC ussder 10 CFR 50.VR
concerning their discovery (event date - 12/09/94, 11:00 EST) during a review
of the Calvert Cliffs UFSAR that the analysis of the long term cooling phase
oz a LocA did not model heat transfer from the reactor coolant system metal
components to the reactor coolant. BOY reported that when the reactor
coolant oystem metal sensible heat is included) the reactor coolant released
into containment through the break is at a higher enthalpy such that the
cosstaissmesst„aces
olightly higher temperatures for several days af ter the peak
containment temperature.
BQaE also reported that the omission increases the
post accident load on the service water system which removes heat from the
containment via the containm'ent air coolers. BGaE indicated, the omission was
not an operability concern because the UHS temperatures are low enough to
esssure full compliance with current plant design and licensing basis.
The event r~pnrt:~R by AAtii4 phr 1 0 CPA +in 'l0 1)) d< rhc tly eompal.abler to thh
event NOT repozted by PpaL -- the analyzed containment response in a LOCA was
non-conservative due to an error (omission) in the original analysis. That
fact was apparently sufficient for BQaB to determine the condition was
reportable. Zndependently, BQQE evaluated the magnitude of the nonconservatism and concluded that. vperability was) uvL. vhallessged.
Pl«)L«a nota that sscCR did. not 'claim that the roaotor cool«nt ayat«m m«t>1
sensible heat did not have to be considered since
was not included in the
origissal analysis and the original analysis had been 'accepted'y the staff.
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This BQaE LER is zepresentative of hundreds of reported, events X have seen
during my career. The pps)L policy of not reporting SGTS failur)ss, savuconservatisms discovered in safety analyses, etc. is totally contrary to my
Z)Z)tZ.'o polioy not only violatay tha lax,
o)spaz'ianaa at numarouo utilitiaa
based upon my opinion and upon the accepted practice of other utilities, but
also poses a challenge to nuclear safety in this country. With the BQ&E MR,
other utilities and the NRC are aware of a subtle non-conservatism in th'e LOCA
containment analyses.
These utilities have an opportunity to review their own
analyses and either verify that their anaLyses did not omit this factor or
correct theiz analyses
they also omitted this factor. PP&L, by failing to
disc)halo its r«~ir«d reporting obligations, not only k««ps i t-.a rr.Z)art. enrd
'clean'ut also denies nuclear safety information to the industry.
~
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This BQ$ 8 report is an excellent example of believe the game should be
pLayed - a problem is identified, its repoztability is determined, its) LmpavL.
on operabi1.ity is determined, and
is reeo'Lved. These are the rules chat

it

the overwhelming ma)ority of my colleagues in the industry play by. The staff
cy«))t)L apply different, less rigorous ruleo to PX'aL without making all the
players pause and consider. The staff should not pave the way for the players
in this important gama fram stampeding
from safety.
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